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Abstract. A groupoid is a small category in which each morphism has an inverse. A topo-
logical groupoid is a groupoid in which both sets of objects and morphisms have topolo-
gies such that all maps of groupoid structure are continuous. The notion of monodromy
groupoid of a topological groupoid generalizes those of fundamental groupoid and uni-
versal cover. It was earlier proved that the monodromy groupoid of a locally sectionable
topological groupoid has the structure of a topological groupoid satisfying some proper-
ties. In this paper a similar problem is studied for compatible locally trivial topological
groupoids.
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1. Introduction. Let G be a topological groupoid and W an open subset of G con-

taining all the identities of G. Then the monodromy groupoid M(G,W) of G is de-

fined as in Definition 2.5, which is due to Pradines [13]. In Mucuk [12] (see also Brown

and Mucuk [5, 6] for Lie groupoid case) in the case where G is locally sectionable, it

was proved that the groupoid M(G,W) may be given the structure of a topological

groupoid such that each star M(G,W)x is a universal cover of Gx and M(G,W) has

a universal property on the globalization of continuous pregroupoid morphisms to

topological groupoid morphisms.

IfX is a topological space, thenG=X×X is a topological groupoid with the groupoid

multiplication (x,y)(y,z) = (x,z). If X is a path connected topological space which

has a universal cover, then the monodromy groupoid of the topological groupoid

G =X×X, for a suitable open subset W of G, is the fundamental groupoid π1(X).
If G is a topological group which can be thought of as a topological groupoid with

only one object such that it has a universal cover, then for a suitable open subset W
of G the monodromy groupoid M(G,W) is just the universal cover of G.

Thus the concept of the monodromy groupoid generalizes the notions of the fun-

damental groupoid as a topological groupoid and the universal cover.

In Mackenzie [11] the monodromy groupoid denoted by ΠG of a topological group-

oid G, in which each star Gx has a universal cover, is constructed directly from the

universal covers of Gx ’s, and then ΠG is given a topology under some conditions

studied in terms of principal groupoid.

In this paper, we define compatible locally trivial groupoid and similar to the funda-

mental groupoid case studied by Brown and Danish in [3] prove that the monodromy

groupoid of a compatible locally trivial topological groupoid can be topologised with

an appropriate topology.
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2. Groupoids and topological groupoids. A groupoid G on OG is a small category

in which each morphism is an isomorphism. The explicit definition is as follows.

Definition 2.1. A groupoid G has a set of morphisms which we call just elements

of G, a set OG of objects together with maps α,β : G → OG and ε : OG → G such that

αε= βε= 1OG , the identity map. The maps α, β are called initial and final point maps,

respectively, and the map ε is called object inclusion. If a,b ∈G and β(a)=α(b), then

the multiplication ab exists such that α(ab)=α(a) and β(ab)= β(b). So there exists

a partial multiplication defined by the map Gβ×αG→G, (a,b)� ab, where

Gβ×αG =
{
(a,b)∈G×G : β(a)=α(b)}. (2.1)

Further, this partial multiplication is associative, for x ∈OG the element ε(x) denoted

by 1x acts as the identity, and each element a has an inverse a−1 such that α(a−1)=
β(a), β(a−1) = α(a), aa−1 = (εα)(a), a−1a = (εβ)(a). The map G → G, a � a−1 is

called the inversion.

Let G be a groupoid. We write OG for the set of objects of G, and also identify

OG with the set of identities of G. An element of OG may be written as x or 1x as

convenient. We write G(x,y) for α−1(x)∩β−1(x) if x,y ∈ OG, where α−1(x) (resp.,

β−1(x)) is called star (resp., costar ) of x and denoted by Gx (resp., by Gx).

A subgroupoid of G is a pair of subsets H ⊆G and OH ⊆OG such that α(H)⊆OH ,

β(H) ⊆OH , 1x ∈H for each x ∈OH and H is closed under the partial multiplication

and inversion in G.

Let G and H be groupoids. A morphism from H to G is a functor, that is, it consists

of a pair of functions f :H →G and Of :OH →OG preserving all the structures.

Definition 2.2 (see [11]). A topological groupoid is a groupoid G on OG together

with topologies on G and OG such that the maps which define the groupoid struc-

ture are continuous, namely the initial and final point maps α,β :G→OG, the object

inclusion map ε : OG → G, x � ε(x), the inversion G → G, a � a−1, and the map

Gβ×αG→G, (a,b)� ab, where Gβ×αG has the subspace topology from G×G.

A morphism of topological groupoids f : H → G is a morphism of groupoids in

which both maps f :H →G and Of :OH →OG are continuous.

Note that in this definition the map Gβ×αG→G, (a,b)� ab and the inversion map

G → G,a� a−1 are continuous if and only if the map δ : G×α G → G, (a,b)� a−1b,

called the groupoid difference map, is continuous, where

G×αG =
{
(a,b)∈G×G :α(a)=α(b)} (2.2)

has the subspace topology fromG×G. Again if one of the mapsα, β, and the inversion

are continuous, then the other one is continuous.

Let X be a topological space. Then G = X ×X is a topological groupoid on X, in

which each pair (x,y) is considered as a morphism from x to y and the partial

multiplication is defined by (x,y)◦(y,z)= (x,z). The inverse of (x,y) is (y,x) and

the identity 1x at x ∈OG is the pair (x,x).
Note that in a topological groupoid G, for each a ∈ G(x,y) right translation Ra :

Gx →Gy , b� ba and left translation La :Gy →Gx , b� ab are homeomorphisms.
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Definition 2.3. A groupoid G, in which each star Gx (and hence costar Gx) has a

topology such that for a ∈ G(x,y) the right translation Ra : Gx → Gy , b � ba (and

hence the left translation La :Gy →Gx , b� ab) is a homeomorphism, is called a star

topological groupoid.

Definition 2.4. Let G be a star topological groupoid. A subset V of G is called

star connected (resp., star path connected) if for each x ∈OG, the star Vx = V ∩Gx of

V at x is connected (resp., path connected). So a star topological groupoid G is star

connected (resp., star path connected) if each star Gx of G is connected (resp., path

connected).

Let G be a groupoid and let W be any subset of G such that X = OG ⊆W . Then W
obtains the structure of pregroupoid : this means thatW is a graph, in the sense that it

has the structure of maps αW ,βW :W →X, ı :X →W with αWı= βWı= 1X , and further

there is a partial multiplication on W in which if ab is defined then βW(a) = αW(b),
(ıβWa)a= a, (ıαWa)a= a, and eacha∈W has an inversea−1 such thataa−1 = ıαWa,

a−1a = ıβWa. There is also an associativity condition. For further discussion of this,

see, for example, Crowell and Smythe [7]. For our purpose we do not need this, since

we know already that W is embeddable in a groupoid.

We follow the method of Brown and Mucuk [5], which generalizes the work for

groups in Douady and Lazard [8].

There is a standard construction M(G,W) associating to the pregroupoid W and

there is a pregroupoid morphism ı̃ :W →M(G,W) which is universal for pregroupoid

morphisms to a groupoid. First we form the free groupoid F(W) on the graph W , and

denote the inclusion W → F(W) by a � [a]. Let N be the normal subgroupoid (see

Higgins [10] and Brown [2]) of F(W) generated by the elements [a][b][ab]−1 for all

a,b ∈W such that ab is defined and belongs to W . Then M(G,W) is defined to be the

quotient groupoid F(W)/N . The composition W →F(W)→M(G,W) is written ı̃, and

is the required universal morphism. It follows that ı̃ is injective.

The map ı̃ has a universal property that if f : W → H is a pregroupoid morphism

then there is a morphism of groupoids f ′ :M(G,W)→H such that f = f ′ı̃. In particu-

lar the inclusion map i :W →G globalises to a morphism of groupoidsp :M(G,W)→G
called canonical morphism.

We give this construction as a definition.

Definition 2.5. Let G be a topological groupoid and W an open subset of G such

that OG ⊆ W . Let F(W) be the free groupoid on W and N the normal subgroupoid

of F(W) generated by the elements in the form [a][b][ab]−1 for a,b ∈W such that

ab is defined and ab ∈W . Then the quotient groupoid F(W)/N is called monodromy

groupoid of G for W and denoted by M(G,W).

3. Monodromy groupoids of locally sectionable topological groupoids. In this

section we recall some results from Brown and Mucuk [5].

Let G be a topological groupoid such that each star Gx has a universal cover. The

groupoid ΠG as the union of the universal covers of Gx ’s is defined as follows. As a

set, ΠG is the union of the stars (π1Gx)1x . The object set of ΠG is the same as that
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of G. The function α : ΠG → X maps all of (π1Gx)1x to x, while β : ΠG → X is on

(π1Gx)1x , the composition of the two final point maps

(
π1Gx

)
1x �→G �→X. (3.1)

As explained in Mackenzie [11, page 67], there is a multiplication on ΠG given by

“concatenation,” that is,

[a]◦[b]= [a+a(1)b], (3.2)

where the (+) inside the bracket denotes the usual composition of paths. Here a is

assumed to be a path in Gx from 1x to a(1), where β(a(1)) = y , say, so that b is a

path in Gy , and for each t ∈ [0,1], the product a(1)b(t) is defined in G, yielding a

path b(a(1)) from a(1) to a(1)b(1). It is straightforward to prove that in this way ΠG
becomes a groupoid, and that the final map of paths induces a morphism of groupoids

p :ΠG→G.

Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space admitting a simply connected cover.

A subset U of X is called liftable if U is open, path connected and the inclusion U →X
maps each fundamental group of U trivially. If U is liftable, and q : Y →X is a covering

map, then for any y ∈ Y and x ∈U such that qy = x, there is a unique map ı̂ :U → Y
such that ı̂x =y and qı̂ is the inclusion U →X.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that G is a star connected star topological groupoid and W
is an open neighborhood of OG satisfying the condition:

W is star path connected andW 2 is contained in a star path connected neighborhood

V of OG such that for all x ∈OG, Vx is liftable, where

W 2 =WW = {ab : β(a)=α(b)}. (3.3)

Then there is an isomorphism of star topological groupoids M(G,W)→ΠG, and hence

the morphism p :M(G,W)→G is a star universal covering map.

The following definition is due to Ehresmann [9].

Definition 3.3. Let G be a groupoid and X = OG be a topological space. An ad-

missible local section of G is a function s : U → G from an open subset U of X such

that

(1) αs(x)= x for all x ∈U ,

(2) βs(U) is open in X, and

(3) βs maps U homeomorphically to βs(U).

Let W be a subset of G such that X ⊆ W and let W have the structure of a topo-

logical space. We say that (α,β,W) is locally sectionable if for each w ∈W there is an

admissible local section s :U →G of G such that

(i) sα(w)=w,

(ii) s(U)⊆W , and

(iii) s is continuous as a function from U to W .

Such an s is called a continuous admissible local section.
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Let G be a groupoid and W a subset of G containing all the identities of G. Then we

sayW generates G as a groupoid if each element ofG can be written as a multiplication

of some elements of G.

The following definition is due to Pradines [13] under the name “morceau de grou-

poide différentiables.”

Definition 3.4. A locally topological groupoid is a pair (G,W) consisting of a

groupoid G and a topological space W such that

(G1) OG ⊆W ⊆G,

(G2) W =W−1,

(G3) the set W(δ) = (W ×αW)∩δ−1(W) is open in W ×αW and the restriction of δ
to W(δ) is continuous,

(G4) the restrictions toW of the initial and final point maps α and β are continuous

and the triple (α,β,W) is locally sectionable,

(G5) W generates G as a groupoid.

Note that, in this definition, G is a groupoid but does not need to have a topology.

The locally topological groupoid (G,W) is said to be extendible if there can be found

a topology on G making it a topological groupoid and for which W is an open subset.

In general (G,W) is not extendible, but there is a holonomy groupoid Hol(G,W) and a

morphism φ : Hol(G,W)→ G of groupoids such that Hol(G,W) admits the structure

of topological groupoid. The construction is given in details in Aof and Brown [1]. For

an example of locally topological groupoid which is not extendible see [1].

Theorem 3.5 (globalisability theorem). Let (G,W) be a locally topological groupoid.

Then there is a topological groupoid H, a morphism φ : H → G of groupoids, and an

embedding i : W → H of W to an open neighborhood of OH such that the following

conditions are satisfied:

(i) φ is the identity on objects, φi= idW , φ−1(W) is open in H, and the restriction

φW :φ−1(W)→W of φ is continuous,

(ii) if A is a topological groupoid and ξ : A → G is a morphism of groupoids such

that
(a) ξ is the identity on objects,

(b) the restriction ξW : ξ−1(W)→W of ξ is smooth and ξ−1(W) is open in A and

generates A,

(c) the triple (αA,βA,A) is locally sectionable,

then there is a unique morphism ξ′ : A→ H of topological groupoids such that

φξ′ = ξ and ξ′a= iξa for a∈ ξ−1(W).

The groupoidH is called the holonomy groupoid Hol(G,W) of the locally topological

groupoid (G,W).
Let G be a topological groupoid on X. Then G is called locally trivial if for each

x ∈X there is an open set U containing x and a section s :U →Gx of β. Thus βs = 1U
and for each y ∈U , α(s(y))= x, that is, s(y) : x→y in G.

The following result, whose proof is due to Pradines, is given in [1]. In the proof of

this result the sectionable condition is used.
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Proposition 3.6 (see [1, Proposition 6.1]). A locally trivial locally topological group-

oid is extendible.

As a corollary of Theorem 3.5, the following result is obtained. See Brown and İçen

[4] for a nice application of this result to the holonomy groupoids of local subgroup-

oids.

Corollary 3.7. Let G be a topological groupoid and p : M → G a morphism of

groupoids such that p :OM →OG is the identity. LetW be an open subset of G such that

(a) OG ⊆W ,

(b) W =W−1,

(c) W generates G,

(d) (αW ,βW ,W) is locally sectionable,

and suppose that ı̃ : W → M is given such that pı̃ = i : W → G is the inclusion and

W ′ = ı̃(W) generates M .

Then M admits a unique structure of topological groupoid such that W ′ is an open

subset and p :M →G is a morphism of topological groupoids mapping W ′ homeomor-

phically to W .

These imply Theorem 3.10 which is called the strong monodromy principle, namely

the globalization of continuous local morphisms to continuous morphisms on the

monodromy groupoid.

Theorem 3.8. LetG be a locally sectionable topological groupoid andW an open sub-

set of G containing OG, such that W =W−1, and W generates G. Then the monodromy

groupoid M =M(G,W) admits the structure of topological groupoid such that ı̃(W) is

an open subspace of M and any continuous pregroupoid morphism on W globalises to

a continuous morphism on M .

Theorem 3.9. Suppose further to the assumptions of Theorem 3.8 thatG is star path

connected, that each star Gx has a simply connected cover, and that W 2 is contained

in an open neighborhood V of OG such that each star Vx in Gx is liftable. Then the

projection p :M(G,W)→G is the universal covering map on each star, and soM(G,W)
is isomorphic to the star universal cover ΠG of G.

Theorem 3.10 (strong monodromy principle). Let G be a locally sectionable star

path connected topological groupoid and W a neighborhood of OG in G such that W
satisfies the condition:

W is path connected and W 2 is contained in a star path connected neighborhood V
of OG such that for all x ∈OG, Vx is liftable.

Let f : W → H be a continuous pregroupoid morphism from W to the topological

groupoid H. Then f determines uniquely a morphism f ′ : ΠG → H of topological

groupoids such that f ′j′ = f .

4. Extendibility of compatible locally trivial groupoids. The concept of locally

triviality is due to Ehresmann [9]. It is also used by Mackenzie in [11]. We adapt this

concept as follows.
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Definition 4.1. Let X be a topological space and G a groupoid on X. Let � =
{Ui : i ∈ I} be an open cover of X which is also a base for X such that if x ∈ Ui then

there is a local section sx,i : Ui → Gx of β such that sx,i(x) = x. Thus for y ∈ Ux,i,
sx,i(y) : x → y in G. Such a map sx,i : Ui → Gx is called local section about x ∈OG. G
is called compatible locally trivial if the following compatible condition is satisfied.

Comp 4.2. For x ∈ X, if sx,i : Ui → Gx and sx,j : Uj → Gx are two local sections

about x, then there is an open neighborhood Vij of x in � such that Vij ⊆Ui∩Uj and

sx,i|Vij = sx,j|Vij .

If sx,i :Ui →Gx is a local section about x, then we write Ũx,i for the image sx,i(Ui).
We now prove the following theorem on the extendibility of compatible locally trivial

groupoid to a topological groupoid. This result is similar to the fundamental groupoid

case studied earlier in [3].

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a compatible locally trivial groupoid. Let a∈G(x,y). Then

the sets (Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j) for all x ∈ Ui and y ∈ Uj form a set of basic neighborhoods

for a topology on G such that G is a topological groupoid with this topology.

Proof. By the compatibility condition it is obvious that these sets form a topology

on G. Because if (Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j) and (Ũx,i′)−1a(Ũy,j′) are basic open neighborhood

of a, then x ∈ Ui∩Ui′ and y ∈ Uj∩Uj′ . By the compatible condition there is a basic

open neighborhood Vii′ of x in � such that Vii′ ⊆ Ui ∩Ui′ and sx,i|Vii′ = sx,i′ |Vii′ .
Similarly there is a basic open neighborhood Vjj′ of y such that Vjj′ ⊆ Uj ∩Uj′ and

sx,j|Vij = sx,j′ |Vjj′ . Hence (Ṽx,ii′)−1a(Ṽy,jj′) is a basic open neighborhood of a such

that (
Ṽx,ii′

)−1a
(
Ṽy,jj′

)⊆ (Ũx,i
)−1a

(
Ũy,j

)∩(Ũx,i′
)−1a

(
Ũy,j′

)
. (4.1)

We now prove that G is a topological groupoid with this topology. To prove that

the groupoid difference map

δ :G×αG �→G, (a,b) � �→ a−1b (4.2)

is continuous, let δ(a,b)= a−1b, where a∈G(x,y) and b ∈G(x,z). Let (Ũy,j)−1a−1

b(Ũz,k) be a basic neighborhood of a−1b. Then (Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j)×α(Ũx,i)−1b(Ũz,k) is

an open neighborhood of (a,b) and

δ
((
Ũx,i

)−1a
(
Ũy,j

)×α
(
Ũx,i

)−1b
(
Ũz,k

))= (Ũy,j
)−1a−1b

(
Ũz,k

)
. (4.3)

So δ is continuous.

To prove the continuity of the final point map β :G→X, let a∈Gwithα(a)= x and

β(a)=y , and let Uj be a basic open neighborhood of y in �. Then (Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j) is

a basic open neighborhood of a and β((Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j))⊆ Uj . Hence β is continuous.

Further since δ and β are both continuous so also is the initial point map α :G→X.

Finally for the continuity of the object inclusion ε : X → G, let x ∈ X and let

(Ũx,i)−11x(Ũx,j) be a basic open neighborhood of 1x . Then x ∈ Ui∩Uj , and by the

compatibility condition there is an open neighborhood ofx in � such that Vij ⊆Ui∩Uj
and sx,i|Vij = sx,j|Vij . So ε(Vi,j)⊆ (Ũx,i)−11x(Ũx,j). Hence ε is continuous.
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In particular in this result if we take G to be the fundamental groupoid π1X on a

topological space X which is locally nice, then we obtain a result given in [3] stated as

follows.

Example 4.4. Let X be a locally path connected and semilocally 1-connected topo-

logical space. Then there is an open cover � of X as in Definition 4.1 consisting of

all open, path connected subsets U of X such that there is only one homotopy class

of the paths in U between same points. If x ∈ Ui for Ui ∈ �, then the local section

sx,i : Ui → π1X is defined by choosing for each y ∈ Ui a path in Ui from x to y and

taking sx,i(y) to be the homotopy class of this path. Since the path class of the paths

in Ui between same points is unique, the local section sx,i is well defined. Further

since X is locally path connected, the compatibility condition is satisfied. Thus π1X
is a compatible locally trivial groupoid.

Let G be a topological groupoid andW an open neighborhood of OG such that OG ⊆
W . Then we have the monodromy groupoidM(G,W) defined as in Definition 2.5. Note

that by the construction ofM(G,W)we have a pregroupoid morphism ı̃ :W →M(G,W)
which is an inclusion map. Let W̃ be the image ofW under this inclusion and let W̃ have

the topology such that ı̃ : W → W̃ is a homeomorphism. Then we have the following

result.

Proposition 4.5. Let G be a topological groupoid whose underlying groupoid is

compatible locally trivial and W an open subset of G such that OG ⊆W . Suppose that

each local section sx,i : Ux,i → Gx has image in W , that is, sx,i(Ux,i) ⊆ W . Then the

groupoid M(G,W) is compatible locally trivial.

Proof. The proof is immediate since W is isomorphic to W̃ and the inclusion

ı̃ :W → W̃ is the identity on objects.

As a corollary of this result we state the following.

Corollary 4.6. Let G be a topological groupoid whose groupoid is compatible

locally trivial and W an open subset of G including all the identities. Suppose that each

local section sx,i : Ux,i → Gx has image in W . Then the monodromy groupoid M(G,W)
has the structure of a topological groupoid.

We now give a result which is similar to Theorem 4.3 under strong conditions.

Theorem 4.7. Let X be a topological space and G a groupoid on X. Let W be a

compatible locally trivial subgroupoid of G. Then G has the structure of a topological

groupoid such that W is open in G.

Proof. By Theorem 4.3, G has the structure of a topological groupoid. Let a∈W
with α(a)= x and β(b)=y . Since for x ∈OG, sx,i(x)= 1x , (Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j) is an open

neighborhood of a and since W is a subgroupoid, (Ũx,i)−1a(Ũy,j)⊆W . So W is open

in G.

Corollary 4.8. Let G be a topological groupoid and W a compatible locally trivial

subgroupoid of G. Then the monodromy groupoid M(G,W) admits the structure of

a topological groupoid such that ı̃(W) = W̃ is open in M(G,W), and any continuous
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pregroupoid morphism f : W → H globalises to a morphism of topological groupoids

f̃ :M(G,W)→H.

Proof. Since ı̃ : W → W̃ is a homeomorphism and OG = OM(G,W), W̃ is a compat-

ible locally trivial subgroupoid of M(G,W). So by Theorem 4.7, M(G,W) becomes a

topological groupoid such that W̃ is open in M(G,W). Let f :W →H be a continuous

pregroupoid morphism. By the universal property of M(G,W), f globalises to a mor-

phism f̃ :M(G,W)→H which is continuous on W̃ . But W̃ is open in M(G,W) and W̃
generates M(G,W). So the continuity of f̃ on M(G,W) follows.

Theorem 4.9. Let G be a topological groupoid which is compatible locally trivial

such that each star Gx has a universal cover and let W be an open subset of G such

that OG ⊆ W and W 2 is contained in an open neighborhood V of OG such that each

star Vx is liftable. Suppose that each local section sx,i :Ux,i→Gx has image in W . Then

the monodromy groupoidM(G,W)may be given a topological groupoid structure such

that each star M(G,W)x is isomorphic to the universal cover of Gx .

Proof. By Proposition 4.5, the groupoidM(G,W) is compatible locally trivial, and

by Theorem 4.3 it becomes a topological groupoid. Further, by Theorem 3.2, we iden-

tify M(G,W) with ΠG, the union of all the universal covers of the stars Gx ’s.

As a corollary of these results we give the following.

Theorem 4.10 (monodromy principle). Let G be a topological groupoid in which

each star Gx is path connected and has a universal cover and W a locally compatible

subgroupoid of OG such that W is star liftable. Then any continuous pregroupoid mor-

phism f :W →H determines uniquely a morphism f ′ :ΠG→H of topological groupoids

such that f ′j̃ = f .
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